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ABSTRACT
The HEAO-3 Heavy Nuclei Experiment has measured abundances
of elements from 1sAt to 92U in the cosmic rays. The results on the
ultraheavy elements, those with atomic number greater than 30, in-
dicate that the sources of cosmic rays contain a mixture of r-process
and s-process material similar to that found in the solar system.
This result is at variance with previous indications that the sources
are greatly enhanced with freshly synthesized r-process material.
Apparent discrepancies between our results and the accepted solar-
system abundances have led to a reexamination of data on photo-
spheric abundances of Ge and Pb, resulting in suggested reductions
in their values.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It isappropriateto discusstheultraheavy(UH) cosmicrays(nucleiwithatomic
number,Z, greaterthan30)in avolumewhichhonorsthecareerof Frank
McDonald.WhileFrankhasnotparticipatedirectlyinexperimentso measure
theseveryrarenuclei,hehashadmajor influenceonwork in this field, both
by his pioneeringresearchin the mid-1950'swith multiparametercounter
techniquesfor identifyingcosmicrayelements,andby his leadershipin the
late 1960'sand the 1970'sin establishingand guidingthe High Energy
AstronomyObservatory(HEAO) program.The bestdata to dateon the
elementalcompositionof UH cosmicrayshascomefrom theHeavyNuclei
ExperimentwhichflewonHEAO-3,andthisinstrumentusedamultiparameter
countertechniquewhichis adirectdescendentof that usedin Frank'searly
work.
Thefirst countertelescopewhichusedthedE/dx-Cherenkovtechniquewas
flown by Frankon balloonsin 1955[McDonald,1956].In thoseflightshe
usedanNaI scintillationcounterandaLuciteCherenkovcounterto measure
thecosmicrayalpha-particleenergyspectrum.SubsequentlyFrankandBill
Webberextendedtheuseof this techniquein an importantseriesof balloon
flightswhichmeasuredtheprotonandalpha-particlenergyspectraandtheir
variationoverthecourseof severalyears[McDonaldandWebber,1959,1960].
In thelate1960'sFrankwastheprincipalmotivatorbehindplansfor a"Super
Explorer" programin whichanewclassof verylargeinstrumentsfor high
energyastrophysicscouldbeplacedinorbit. Hiseffortsledin 1970to asolicita-
tion for proposalsfor experimentsto be flown on a seriesof High Energy
AstronomyObservations.In 1971,anumberof X-ray,gammaray,andcosmic
ray experimentswereselectedfor two largeHEAO spacecraft.Our Heavy
NucleiExperimentwasamongthoseselectedfor the first HEAO, whichat
thattimewasscheduledfor launchin 1975.In early1973,impelledbybudget
problemsin NASA, theHEAO programwasreconfiguredto threesmaller
spacecraft,andour experimentwasmovedto thethird of these,scheduled
for launchin 1979.As HEAO project scientist,Frankplayeda major role
in maintainingthe scientificviability of theHEAO programin the faceof
thesedifficult redesigns.
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HEAO-3waslaunchedonSeptember20, 1979,into acircularorbit with ini-
tial altitude496km andinclination43.6°. Thespacecraftreturneddatauntil
theendof May 1981.TheHeavyNucleiExperiment[Binnset al., 1981]was
composedof six dual-gap, parallel-platepulse ionization chambers,a
CherenkovcounterwithPilot-425(plexiglassdopedwithwavelengthshifter)
radiators,andfour layersof dual-coordinatemultiwirehodoscopes.Thein-
strumentusedthe dE/dx-Cherenkovtechniquefor measuringthe nuclear
chargeof individualelements.ThetotalgeometryfactoroftheHEAO Heavy
Nuclei Experimentwasapproximately5 m2sr,althoughthe bestcharge
resolutionwasachievedby limiting analysisto particlesthat penetratedall
thecountersmageometryfactor of approximately1m2sr.This instrument
achievedindividual-elementresolution for even-Zelementsfrom 2_Fe
through58Ce,andachievedadequateresolutionat higheratomicnumbersto
determinetheratioof thePb-groupto thePt-groupof elementsandtherelative
abundanceof actinideelements.
Preliminaryresultsfrom this experimentwerereviewedat theInternational
CosmicRayConferencein Paris[Israel,1981]andin theproceedingsof the
1982summercoursein Erice[Israel,1983a].In Ericewealsopresentedasum-
maryof UH detectortechniques[Israel,1983b].A laterreviewappearedin
a 1984Committeeon SpaceResearch(COSPAR)symposium[Binnset al.,
1984],and a moreexhaustivereviewof UH cosmicraysis in preparation.
In this paperwesummarizeour resultsthusfar whichhaveabearingon the
elementalcompositionat thecosmicraysource.Theobjectiveis to compare
theobservedcosmicrayabundanceswith thoseexpectedfromvariousplausible
compositionsat the cosmicray source,and from thecomparisonto study
thenucleosynthesishistoryof thesecosmicraysaswellaselementalfractiona-
tion effectswhichmayoccurin theaccelerationprocess.In sodoingwecon-
centrateon thoseelementswhoseobservedabundancesatEarthareunlikely
to includeaverylargecomponentof fragmentsfrom thecollisionsof heavier
cosmicrayswith nucleiof the interstellargas.For theseelements,calcula-
tionswhichaccountfor theinterstellarfragmentationdonot dependverysen-
sitivelyuponthedetailsof themodelof galacticconfinementsof thesenuclei,
althoughsomepropagationcalculationsareessentialto thisanalysis[Brewster,
Freier,and Waddington,1983,1985;Margolisand Blake,1983,1985].
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Work on otheraspectsof this HeavyNucleiExperimentis in progress,and
preliminaryresultshavebeenreportedelsewhere.Theabundancesof secon-
daryUH elementswerediscussedbyKlarmannetal. [1985]. We have reported
results from calibrations of the instrument with relativistic heavy ions from
the Bevalac at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [Newport et al., 1985] and
preliminary results from studies of heavy ion fragmentation carried out in
connection with this Bevalac calibration [Kertzman et al., 1985]. This experi-
ment has also allowed us to measure the relative abundance of Fe and Fe-
secondary elements at energies up to several hundred GeV/amu [Jones et al.,
1985].
There are four groups of mainly-primary UH elements: 32_<Z_<42, 50_Z_<58,
76_<Z_<82, and Z_>90. In the following section of this paper we summarize
our results on each of these groups in turn.
2. RESULTS
Prior to the results of this experiment, observations using passive detectors
(nuclear emulsions and plastic track detectors) had indicated that the cosmic
rays were greatly enriched in elements produced by r-process nucleosynthesis.
The very large values found for the ratio of actinide elements (Z>89) to
elements of the platinum-lead group (74_Z<84), 10% or more, compared with
the 1% expected from a cosmic ray source with solar system abundances, im-
plied that the cosmic rays were significantly enriched in freshly synthesized
r-process elements [Fowler et al., 1977; Shirk and Price, 1978]. Such enrich-
ment would be expected if supernovae supply the energy for the cosmic rays
and accelerate material from regions where r-process nucleosynthesis is tak-
ing place.
One of the principal achievements of this experiment has been the demonstra-
tion that this view is incorrect. We have found element abundances which
are remarkably similar to those expected from a source with composition very
similar to that of the solar system, when effects of fractionation dependent
upon first ionization potential are taken into account. Indeed the similarity
is so striking that when our results for two elements (Ge and Pb) failed to
fit with accepted solar system abundances, investigators were stimulated to
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reexaminethoseabundances,concludingthat photosphericabundancesof
thosetwo elementsareactuallyabouta factoror twolowerthanpreviously
acceptedvalues[Grevesse and Meyer, 1985].
Our observed abundances of elements from 32Ge through 42Mo relative to Fe
are displayed as data points in Figure 1 [Binns et al., 1984]. The histograms
in this figure compare the data with that expected from various source abun-
dances. In each panel the solid line histogram assumes no elemental fractiona-
tion at the source, while the dashed line histogram assumes fractionation which
depends exponentially on the element's first ionization potential (FIP). There
is reasonably good agreement between the data and the prediction from solar
system abundances [Cameron, 1982a] with FIP fractionation. Since the solar
system abundances for these elements are dominated by s-process nucleosyn-
thesis [Cameron, 1982b], there is also reasonable agreement between the data
and the s-process prediction. The abundances of these elements relative to
Fe are much greater than those of the r-process component of the solar system,
and even if one renormalizes the r-process abundances, the pattern of element-
to-element abundances variations does not match the data as well as a simple
solar system source.
One notable exception to the agreement between our data and the solar system
abundances is the element Ge. This element is well resolved in our data, and
its abundance relative to Fe is about half that which would be expected from
the solar system source. A similar conclusion is reached by examining the data
from the other HEAO-3 cosmic ray experiment, although that experiment
has a smaller geometry factor and thus its conclusion about Ge abundance
has lower statistical significance [Byrnak et al., 1983]. This conclusion is the
same whether one compares the cosmic ray data with the Cameron [1982a]
solar system abundances or those of Anders and Ebihara [1982]; and it is unaf-
fected by any model of source fractionation in which first ionization poten-
tial is the organizing parameter, because Fe and Ge have almost exactly the
same value of FIP. We have previously noted [Israel et al., 1983] that the
low observed Ge abundance could be explained if volatility were a significant
factor in source fractionation, as had been suggested by several authors [Cesar-
sky and Bibring, 1980; Epstein, 1980; Bibring and Cesarsky, 1981; Tarafdar
and Apparao, 1981; and Meyer, 1981]. We also noted [Binns et al., 1984]
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Figure 1. Comparison of our measured abundances (data points) [Binns et
al., 1983] with those expected at Earth after galactic propagation, through
an exponential path length distribution with mean 5.5 g/cm 2 of hydrogen,
from a source with (a) solar system abundances [Cameron, 1982a], (b) solar
system s-process abundances [Cameron, 1982b], (c) solar system r-process
abundances [Cameron, 1982b], and (d) solar system r-process abundances
enhanced by a factor of 5. In each panel the solid line assumes no FIP frac-
tionation and the dashed line assumes FIP fractionation of the form 9.31 exp
(- 0.288FIP).
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that the low Geabundancecouldindicatethat theremaybea differencebe-
tweentheCl-meteorite abundance of this element and the correct solar system
abundance.
In the face of this discrepancy between our Ge data and the standard solar
system abundances, Grevesse and Meyer [1985] reexamined the spectroscopic
data on the photospheric abundance of Ge. They concluded that the best
estimate of the photospheric Ge abundance is lower than the CI meteorite
value (and the previously accepted photospheric value) by nearly a factor of
2. When they use this new estimate of the photospheric abundance of Ge as
the solar system value, the discrepancy between cosmic ray and solar system
Ge abundances disappears.
For the elements 50Sn through 58Ce, Figure 2 [Stone et al., 1983] compares
measured abundances (data points) with abundances expected (histograms)
from various sources. In this charge interval the solar system abundances have
about equal overall contributions from r-process and s-process nucleosynthesis,
with the r-process dominating the production of 52Te and 54Xe and the s-
process dominating 50Sn, 56Ba, and 58Ce. If one ignores the possibility of
source fractionation dependent on the first ionization potential, then the
observed peaks of Sn and Ba suggest a distinct enhancement of s-process
material. But these two s-process elements also have lower FIP than the Te
and Xe, and thus FIP fractionation would be expected to increase the abun-
dance of Sn and Ba relative to Te and Xe. When FIP fractionation similar
to that found for lower-Z elements is applied to the possible sources, the data
are found to be in reasonable agreement with a source abundance containing
a mixture of r-process and s-process contributions in about the same propor-
tions as is found in the solar system.
In the "platinum-lead" region the solar system abundances are dominated
by an r-process peak of the elements 76Os, 77Ir, and 7aPt, and an s-process
peak at the element 82Pb. In our experiment we were unable to resolve in-
dividual element peaks at these high charges, but we did form a "Pb/Pt"
ratio of charge groups with the "Pb" group including events with charge
81<Z<86, and the "Pt" group including events with charge 74<Z<80. We
find a value of 0.25 ___0.09 for this ratio [Binns et al., 1985]. Figure 3 com-
pares this result with that expected from a source with standard solar system
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Figure 2. Comparison of our measured abundances (data points) with those
expected at Earth after galactic propagation, through an exponential path
length distribution with mean 5.5 g/cm 2 from sources with solar system
abundances [Anders and Ebihara, 1982], s-process abundances [Kaeppeler
et al., 1982], or r-process abundances [Krombel, 1983]. The upper panels
assume no FIP fractionation and the lower panels assume exponential FIP
fractionation of the form 9.31 exp (-0.288FIP).
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Figure 3. The ratio of "Pb'" (81<_Z<_86) to "'Pt'" (74<Z<_80). The data points
are observations from HEAO-3 [Binns et al., 1985.1 and Ariel-6 [Fowler et
al., 1985]. The lines are expected values after propagation through an exponen-
tial path length distribution with mean 5.5 g/cm 2from sources with standard
solar system abundances [Anders and Ebihara, 1982] or r-process abundances
derived from those solar system abundances [Fixsen, 1985; Binns et al., 1985].
Solid lines assume no FIP fractionation, which for these elements is equivalent
to a step function FIP fractionation with step above 9 eV,"dashed lines assume
exponential FIP fractionation. Reduction of the solar system Pb abundances
as suggested by Grevesse and Meyer [1985] wouM lower the expected solar
system values by a factor O.63, as indicated by the dotted line, and would
cause an even greater reduction in the r-process expectations.
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abundances [Anders and Ebihara, 1982] and with an r-process source derived
from those solar system abundances [Fixsen, 1985; Binns et al., 1985]. Our
observed "Pb/Pt" ratio is distinctly lower than that expected from this as-
sumed solar system source, suggesting an enhancement in r-process contribu-
tion to the cosmic ray source. The UH experiment on the Ariel-6 spacecraft
[Fowler et al., 1985] found a "Pb/Pt" ratio, 0.35 + 0.12, which is consistent
with our result.
As with the low observed Ge abundance, the low Pb abundance would be
consistent with a volatility dependence of the source fractionation, without
invoking a nonsolar system source abundance. However, here too Grevesse
and Meyer [1985] were stimulated by our cosmic ray measurement to reex-
amine the spectroscopic data on the photospheric abundance of Pb. They con-
clude that the best photospheric abundance for Pb is about 0.63 of the stan-
dard (C1 meteorite) abundance. If the "expected" solar system values in Figure
3 are multiplied by 0.63, then our observed value of this ratio is no longer
significantly lower than that expected from a solar system source. Thus the
observed Pb/Pt ratio would not require a significant enhancement of r-process
material.
Finally, we turn to the result on the heaviest elements, the actinides, Z>_90,
summarized in Figure 4. Prior to our HEAO-3 and the Ariel-6 experiments,
measurements with nuclear emulsions and plastic track detectors had indicated
that in the cosmic rays the ratio of actinides to elements in the "Pb/Pt" region
was at least an order of magnitude higher than in the solar system [Fowler
et al. 1977; Shirk and Price, 1978]. Since the actinides are produced only by
r-process nucleosynthesis, this actinide enrichment would have implied a very
significant enrichment of freshly synthesized r-process material in the cosmic
ray source.
The actinide abundances reported by Fowler et al. and by Shirk and Price
were questioned by Meyer [1979] who concluded from an examination of their
data that the evidence for such high abundances was not convincing. Resolu-
tion of these conflicting interpretations of the data did not come until the
HEAO-3 and Ariel-6 data had been analyzed and O'Sullivan [1985] had re-
evaluated the earlier balloon data. He concluded, in the light of new under-
standing of the temperature dependence of track registration in plastics, that
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Figure 4.The abundances of "'actinides": (88<Z<_100) relative to "'Pt-Pb'"
(74<Z<87). Data are from balloons [Fowler et al., 1977], Skylab [Shirk and
Price, 1978], Ariel-6 [Fowler et al., 1985], and HEAO-3 [Binns et al., 1985].
The revised balloon point is from O'Sullivan [1985]. Expected values [Blake
et al., 1978] are solid lines without FIP fractionation and dashed lines with
FIP fractionation, for sources with composition of the solar system at the
time of its formation or for a source with the composition of freshly syn-
thesized r-process material. The dot-dash solar system line substitutes present-
day abundances for the (solid line) abundances at the formation of the solar
system.
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the plastic track balloon data were consistent with an actinide abundance
substantially lower than that previously derived from those data.
By carefully examining all the high-charge events in our HEAO-3 data for
which a reasonably accurate charge could be assigned, we found just one event
which might be an actinide [Binns et al., 1982]. The assigned charge for this
event was 89, but the very short half-lives of all the elements in the interval
84_<Z_89, combined with the poor resolution of this data set, makes it more
probable that this was a nucleus of 9oTh or 92U. At the same time, we can-
not be certain that this single event was not in fact a 82Pb nucleus whose
charge was significantly overestimated. Together with this event we found
101 events with 74_Z_87, giving us an actinide to "Pt-Pb" ratio of about
1%, with an 84% confidence upper limit of 3%. The Ariel-6 result for the
same ratio, based on three "actinide candidates" and 65 in the "Pt-Pb" group
[Fowler et al., 1985] is 4.6% (+ 4.5 %/- 2.5%). With the very low actinide
statistics in these experiments, both the HEAO-3 and the Ariel-6 results are
consistent with a result formed by combining the two, 2.4% (+ 1.9%/ - 1.2%).
Since a cosmic ray source with solar system abundances gives about 1% for
the expected value of this ratio, the observations are not inconsistent with
such a solar system source. Although with the very low observed statistics
one cannot rule out a significant enhancement of r-process actinides in the
cosmic ray source, we can exclude the possibility that the cosmic rays consist
primarily of freshly synthesized r-process material.
3. DISCUSSION
The relative abundances of UH elements at the cosmic ray source appear to
be consistent with those expected from source abundances with a mix of
r-process and s-process nucleosynthesis similar to the solar system mix, pro-
vided one takes into account elemental fractionation dependent upon first
ionization potential, similar to the fractionation which has been observed for
elements with atomic numbers below 30. However, it is important to recognize
that limitations on statistics, particularly at the highest atomic numbers, mean
that we cannot exclude the possibility of factor-of-two differences between
the r-process/s-process ratio in the solar system and that in the cosmic ray
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source.Indeed,whenweconsiderthedifferences between the isotopic com-
position of Ne, Mg, and Si at the cosmic ray source and in the solar system
[Wiedenbeck, 1984] it would be surprising if the UH cosmic ray source com-
position did not have some differences of perhaps as much as a factor of two
from the solar system.
It had appeared that the cosmic ray abundances of Ge and Pb were low by
a factor of about two relative to nearby elements when our measurements
were compared with abundances expected from the standard compilations
of solar system abundances based on Cl meteorites. But this discrepancy disap-
peared when data on photospheric abundances were reexamined and the new
photospheric values were substituted for the Cl-meteorite values in the com-
pilation of solar system abundances.
The picture that emerges from these new observations of UH cosmic rays is
consistent with models of shock acceleration of cosmic rays in the interstellar
medium. In these models, the energy of the cosmic rays comes from super-
nova explosions, but the nuclei themselves come from the interstellar medium.
Since the solar system condensed out of interstellar medium, in these models
one expects the cosmic ray and solar system abundances to be similar, although
one might expect differences in detail owing to the differences in time and
place at which these two sets of abundances sample the interstellar medium.
Those detailed differences could be of great importance to our understand-
ing of the chemical evolution of the galaxy, but their study awaits future ex-
periments [Drach et al., 1985] with individual element resolution and much
larger collecting power.
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